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Recommended Singles:
3. Poseidón
4. Oración
5. Credo

9. Transfiguración

ALBERTO MONTERO
LA CATEDRAL SUMERGIDA
Tracklist:
1. La llamada
2. Confesión
3. Poseidón
4. Oración
5. Credo
6. Intención
7. Resolución
8. Devoción
9. Transfiguración
10. Comunión
11. Te veo Alberto
12. La catedral sumergida

Selling Points:
- Recorded at the Estudio Río Bravo in Xirivella by
Xema Fuertes and Cayo Bellveser.
- Fernando Junquera (also known as NEGRO) collaborates with his guitar in Resolución.

Echoes, mist, and a continuous fog that spreads throughout the duration of Alberto
Montero’s’ new album: La Catedral Sumergida. From the artwork to the song titles, the
entire album has an almost invisible guiding thread that is practically imperceptible
and that takes you by the hand without even realizing.
Alberto’s new piece is, without doubt, the most complex, experimental and mature the
Puerto de Santiago born composer has created to this day. A piece of art that looks
inwards, only searching for perfection and total coherence. An exercise of honesty that
very few artists of our current pop scene are ready to do.
As if immersing yourself into a calm sea of Debussy, Vainica Doble, Tomita, psychedelic
pop from the sixties or music from Legend of Zelda. A vast and forgotten world,
remains of a shipwreck, images of Atlantis…
Alberto has already given us several albums that were close to perfection; nevertheless, he had never composed a piece with such an absolutely breath-taking internal
coherence. The album is vertebrate so clearly from beginning to end, from the title to
the albums all-around sound, that it makes an almost magical sense when listening to
it as one.

- Mixed by Roman Gil in Manley Studio.
- Master by Victor García (Ultramarinos Mastering).
- Performed live with a string section.

La Catedral Sumergida eludes labels. Singer songwriter? Psychedelic pop? Cinematic
pop? Pop, pop, pop and yet (surprise!) it’s his less pop album yet. It’s music that opens
up a new world for the artist, capable of creating sound tracks for the best of films, pluperfect pop, videogames, there are no more limits from this day.

- Limited edition of 300 copies.
Text by Marcos Junquera
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